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Our Audience
FuelsMarketNews.com

Editorial Coverage

18,800+ Average Monthly Pageviews

Our readership is comprised of three
segments representing the core markets
for fuels management and operational
decision makers:

9,500+ Monthly Active Users
90,000+ Monthly Ad Impressions

Fuel Marketers

Weekly Newsletter:
Fuels Market News Weekly
12,500+ Weekly Recipients
24.61% Average Open Rate

FMN provides the relevant news and operational
information for wholesale fuels distributors. This coverage
includes regulatory and legislative initiatives; software and
technology for fuel supply logistics; alternative fuels; bulk
plant and loading rack operations; small business
operations; hedging and fuel procurement strategies and
fuel hauling fleet operations.

FMN Magazine

Fuel & Convenience Retailers

17,000+ Print Circulation

FMN provides critical news and operational information for
motor fuels retailers. This coverage includes regulatory and
legislative initiatives; forecourt equipment and technology;
small business operations; consumer vehicle and fuels
trends; alternative fuels; fleet cards; car wash and other
profit centers.

11,000+ Digital Circulation
• 3,000+ Monthly Online
Impressions
• 9:17 Minutes Average
Read Time

40,000+ Total Readers

Commercial Fuel Buyers
FMN provides up-to-date news and operational information
for commercial fuel buyers and fleet operators with a focus
on fuels and fuel efficiency and operations centered around
the vehicle and dispatcher. This coverage includes regulatory
and legislative initiatives; alternative fuels and the vehicles
using those fuels; small business operations; driver training
and retention; autonomous vehicles; maintenance and
leasing options.

U.S. Convenience Store
Count Stands at 148,026

Fuels Market News currently distributes to a
“transportation fuels centric” market of over
40,000+ readers and subscribers with
FuelsMarketNews.com, Fuels Market News
Weekly and FMN Magazine in digital and print.

There are 148,026 convenience
stores operating in the United
States, a 1.5% decrease in the
number of stores from a year
earlier, according to the 2022
NACS/NielsenIQ Convenience
Industry Store Count.
Convenience stores sell an
estimated 80% of the motor
fuels purchased by consumers in the United States. The
EXPERTISE
EDUCATION
ESSENTIALS
new store count shows that
116,641 convenience stores
sell motor fuels (78.8% of all
convenience stores). There
were 4,897 fewer stores
selling motor fuels compared
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to the year prior, but a direct
comparison is imprecise because the 2022 store count
In addition, there are “gas station/kiosk” stores that
feedstocks are reacted with hydrogen
hydrocarbons.
Renewable diesel, change for c-stores that sell
reflects
a slight methodology
sell fuel but not enough of an in-store product assortment

COMMERCIAL FUELS

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE
FOR FUELING EQUIPMENT

Branded Content
We are committed to telling your
brand story through our branded
content offers, with the primary
goal of engaging readers. We will
work with you to find the best storyline
and incorporate your critical input
throughout the process.
Thought Leadership Program
A 3-page article (approx. 1,400 words) co-written and
designed by FMN on a topic of your choosing, around
your company’s research and insights. Also includes:

COMMERCIAL FUELS
SPECIAL
ISSUE
2022

•

	 acknowledgment in the article for your
An
company’s content assistance (includes prominent
logo placement).

•

COMMERCIAL FUELS
PDF of published article to place on your
	
company’s website and for sales needs.
(FMN reprint guidelines apply.)

•

2021

FUEL
LEADERS

•
•

Rankings for the
Top 50 Fuel Brands in the
Convenience Retail Industry

•

Truck and tank manufacturers are limiting orders and
delaying equipment deliveries.
BY STEPHEN BENNETT

T

railer and tank manufacturers
are coping with challenges as
we kick off 2022. These include
chassis allocations and longer
lead times for materials and components, sometimes triggered by labor
shortages. Together, these factors can
result in not just higher costs and
higher prices but also extended wait
times for fulfillment of equipment
orders placed by fuel transporters and
fuel marketers.

“The supply of trucks is choked very
significantly,” Jason Soulon, sales
manager for Westmor Industries,
said. Baltimore, Maryland-based
Westmor supplies its customers with
a diverse group of product offerings
used to store, transport and dispense petroleum, propane and other
liquids and gases. “Those who need
trucks into next year, and possibly
into 2023, are going to be very challenged,” Soulon said. OEMs have set
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chassis allocations, allowing customers
between 35% and 50% of what annual
orders averaged over two or three
years, Soulon said. For fuel transporters and marketers, that means, “If they
do obtain a truck, it’s going to be at a
very high price relative to pre-allocation days,” he said.
Trey Hill, owner of upfitter Oilmen’s
Truck Tanks, in Spartanburg, S.C.,
said, “That seems to be pretty common
across the industry, as most of the
dealers have been placed on allocation.”
And the impact is predictable. “That
just kind of trickles down,” he said.
“Mainly where it’s showing up for
us in our industry is in hiccups that
have been experienced as far as trucks
being delivered,” Hill said. “And the
chip shortage has caused problems
for the truck manufacturers, which
has in turn delayed them being able
to get the trucks to us in time to get
the tanks and equipment onto those
FuelsMarketNews.com

a premium. “There are a lot of jobs

Probably our biggest

there,” Niemeier said. “There are a lot
challenge
been
issue
featuring
your has
article.
100 copies of the
of good-paying
jobs if you’re
a skilled
worker. We’re competing with a lot of
companies for that same workforce.”

staffing for people
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ad DEMAND
(2-week flight)that
onfabricate and
build. There are a lot
But he pointed to the bright side.
www.fuelsmarketnews.com.
“With all the struggles that everyone’s
of good-paying jobs if
having with manpower, supply chain—
the demand has been great. Customer

you’re athe
skilled worker.
demand for the product has promoting
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	 email announcement
An
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We’re competing with
the pandemic and everything that’s
availability of that
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will include
a lot of companies
for
happened
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be
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that
same
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The
tank
trailer,
gas
trailer
industry
a link to your article.
has just flourished. We’ve got a lot of
demand.”

Looking ahead, a company like MAC
	 FMN e-newsletter
An
article,
LTT, operating in the market
it operates reaching more
in, has a way to anticipate changes in
demand,subscribers,
Niemeier added. Historically, during the month
than 12,500 opt-in
there are indicators of what’s ahead,
whether it’s going to be a slowdown
of publication, summarizing
print article with a
or a pickup, he said. “We typicallythe
lag
behind Class 8 truck sales, which are
still strong. If we see that drop off, we
link to the articletypically
online.
know we’ve got a few months
LABOR CONSTRAINTS
Both materials and labor are tight.

before we see the same thing. And even

MAC LTT, said. MAC Liquid Tank
Trailer is a leading manufacturer of
stainless steel and aluminum liquid
tank trailers and trailer equipment.
“Especially on the stainless [steel]
side but aluminum as well, our partners that do the aluminum extrusions
have had a lot of challenges, primarily due to labor. We recently got
a letter from one of them that they
were struggling with manpower—as
we are—and it’s creating lead time
issues, supply issues.”

Equipment specing processes tend
to stay consistent and have for the
most part continued to do so during
the economic pickup of the past
several months, according to manufacturers. The effect of the tight supply
chain is that there is some buying of
what’s available, some manufacturers
acknowledged. “There’s been a lot of
buying what dealers already have on the
ground, what’s already in the pipeline,”
Niemeier of MAC LTT said. “But we’ll
build what the customer wants.”

the [dry] van sales tend to trend up
“Raw materials have been tough,”
Investment:
$10,000
before net
us and down before us.”
Matt Niemeier, a vice president
with
PHOTO©GETTY IMAGES/THINKSTOCK IMAGES

Supply Chain Issues Hit
Fuel Haulers

•

Niemeier continued, “Probably our
	
ad
within
your feature in
A full-page, 4-color
biggest challenge
has been
staffing
for people that fabricate and build.”
Ohio, where MAC
FMN Magazine.InLTTNortheast
is based, skilled workers are at

chassis. So, yes we’re experiencing
that.”
To a lesser degree, some of Oilmen’s
Truck Tanks’ equipment suppliers “have
run into some problems,” Hill said. “But
the trucks are the biggest challenge.”
John Pruchnicki, a partner in Coastal
Carriers, a fuel carrier based in Ansonia,
Connecticut, has been living with the
tighter vehicles and tanks market.
The carrier operates a fleet of about 35
trucks. At the lowest point of economic
activity during the pandemic, roughly
half of that equipment was “parked,”
Pruchnicki said. As fuel demand and
economic activity surged, Coastal
brought that idled equipment back into
service, and though it has ordered new
equipment, it has been slower in arriving than before the pandemic. “A truck
we were supposed to get two, three
months ago—it’s coming in today,”
Pruchnicki said in late November 2021.
Manufacturers said the current conditions are likely to continue into 2022.
“The particular challenge we foresee in
2022 is marketers who are hoping to
build a truck next year, a straight truck
with a truck-mounted tank, may not
be able to get that product because of
the chassis allocation issue,” Westmor’s
Soulon said.

Advertising Contact:

FuelsMarketNews.com

Stephen Bennett is an editor and
reporter specializing in the fuel and
transportation industries.

Ted Asprooth
National Sales Manager, NACS/FMN
847-222-3006 | tasprooth@convenience.org
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operating reliably is crucial.

COMMERCIAL FUELS
20 Choosing Alternative Fuels

Branded Content

Your fuel choices can help you w
sustainability requirements.

24 How Much Is Too Much?

FMN Magazine
Q&A
Why quarterly
driver safety-rela
We tell your brand story to our influential audience
might be more effective than
at FMN Magazine. Let Fuels Market News help you
transform your brand expertise into a compelling
Q&A with one of your company leaders. The Q&A
will also appear in the FMN newsletter.

20

mo

FUEL MARKETERS
Investment:
net
26$6,900
Another
Look at Canceling Corros
Webinars

Last issue we examined retail sto
issue we cover the fuel delivery

28

Net-Zeroeducational
Heatingsessions
Fuelsthat
by 2050
Webinars are informative,
are developed in
collaboration
the sponsor
and
NEFI
works with
to ensure
heating
fue
the FMN team. Webinars are marketed and promoted
a low-to-no-carbon
future.
to the FMN audience
and include pre- and postwebinar promotions across our media channels,
including social media, FuelsMarketNews.com and
email blasts. Sponsors also receive contact details for
all webinar registrants.

26

Newsletter Article
A 350-word newsletter article written by FMN
staff
with your
information, sharing
Make
yourinput
fueland
prices
your news, data or research. Includes links and
competitive at every
your call to action.
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station, every minute
of every day

Investment: $3,000 net

ACT SWIFTLY AND WITH STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVE
USING OPIS PRICEPRO SOFTWARE

Why diesel is the most worrisome mainstream
product in 2022.
BY TOM KLOZA

A

lmost all frenzied press cover- ULSD futures settled at less than
age of the new “energy crisis”
$3.03 a gallon, commanding a gross
in 2022 has focused on crude
margin of about $30 a barrel over
oil and gasoline. But from the
WTI.
refinery gate to the tanks of fleets,
Notwithstanding this record volatilconsumers and homeowners, it’s the
ity, U.S. refiners and merchant refiners
middle molecule—diesel—that is most around the globe will almost certainly
likely to surface as a crisis product
be motivated to maximize diesel
and determine the fate of Western
production, perhaps at the expense of
economies.
gasoline, for most of 2022.
With less than 10 days left in the
This is a “gap year” for worldwide
first quarter of 2022, ultra-low sulfur
refiners. North America has seen the
4 | futures
Fuel (ULSD)
Market
News
2023
MEDIA
GUIDE
diesel
saw CME
settleclosure
of about
1.2 million b/d of
ments as low as $2.3574 gal (January
refining since just before COVID-19
3) and as high as $4.4373 gal (March
struck. Refineries in California, North
8). Refiners started 2022 making a
Dakota, Wyoming and Newfoundland

Africa. Those refineries were designed
to maximize yields of the middle of
the refined barrel and will be capable
of making large amounts of diesel and
jet fuel. But the rest of 2022 and early
portions of 2023 will be dependent on
existing global capacity, against the
backdrop of the most uncertainty for
crude oil supply since the 1970s.
The big difference in 50 years? Diesel
and heating oil during the bellbottom
years were often the unwanted
byproducts of the refining process six
decades ago. Refinery managers could
be excused for minimizing production
of these high sulfur distillates, which
often sold for break-even numbers
versus crude. Gasoline was the hydrocarbon with sizzle, particularly in the
U.S. Europe was an exception with
plenty of light-duty vehicles geared to
use diesel. European refiners sold their
excess gasoline to buyers on the East
Coast.
Nowadays, if refinery managers

Know the moment your prices lose their
competitive edge.
Develop faster, smarter pricing decisions delivered via
your POS system at each station.
Harness big data in the cloud for competitive advantage,
security and profitability.

Advertising Contact:

Fine-tune pricing strategies to maximize margins
and volumes.

Ted Asprooth
National Sales Manager, NACS/FMN
847-222-3006 | tasprooth@convenience.org

Receive alerts and notifications the way you want them,
anytime, on any device.

TTY IMAGES

Disorder in the Quarters

Know your price vs. each competitor’s price at each
of your stations across the country, by grade, every
minute, automatically.

© 2022 Oil Price Information Service, LLC. All rights reserved. DJ205958818

50 Industry News
52$7,000
Remember
This?
Investment:
net

FuelsMarketNews.com and
Fuels Market News Weekly
FuelsMarketNews.com:
Homepage and Landing Page
• Top Leaderboard $2,500
• Top Big Box $2,250
• Big Box $1,000
Banner Ads (monthly)
Each ad spot rotates with up to 5 advertisers.

Ad Retargeting
Our audience becomes your audience. Get
exclusive direct access to FuelsMarketNews.
com visitors and retarget them with your
company’s ads—anywhere they visit online.
Your ads will appear on multiple websites,
following the FMN audience wherever they go.
Investment:
35,000 impressions $1,750
50,000 impressions $2,250
100,000 impressions $3,500

Weekly Newsletter:
Fuels Market News Weekly
Fuels Market News Weekly shares relevant,
breaking news and insights to make
retail, wholesale and commercial
fuels purveyors more profitable
and successful.
Each newsletter
24.61% Average Open Rate

the

Righ

Wha

noth

includes weekly
OPIS rack and retail
pricing data

Tha

mig
out

Banner Ads (monthly)

T

he 2021 Fuel Leaders special
issue published by Fuels Market
News and NACS is based on
data collected by the Oil Price
Information Service (OPIS) and drawn
from hundreds of retail operations of
all sizes throughout the fuel retailing
industry. OPIS, a Dow Jones Company,
tracks the performance of over 250
fuel retailers and ranks them in an
annual report. Through a special partnership with OPIS, NACS is presenting
a targeted subset of this data in the
second-annual Fuel Leaders special
issue of Fuels Market News Magazine.
Analysts use the OPIS rack-to-retail
margin methodology to estimate the

• Top Leaderboard $1,400
• Top Big Box Banner $1,400
• Run of Page Big Box $1,000

cash

Behind the 2021 Fuel
Leaders Rankings

FLE

gross profit on a gallon of gasoline.
While some chains may pay more or
less than the posted rack, the OPIS
methodology provides a reasonable
metric for each chain.
OPIS also tracks the market share
based on volumes sold on the WEX
Universal fleet card. While fleet
purchases may vary slightly from how
the everyday consumer buys fuel, the
analysis shows that they trend closely,
and the relative consistency makes it a
valid datapoint.
As a further enhancement, OPIS
partners with Orbital Insight, a
company that tracks location information on more than 116 million

Advertising Contact:

Ted Asprooth
National Sales Manager, NACS/FMN
847-222-3006 | tasprooth@convenience.org
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FuelsMarketNews.com
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12,500+ Weekly Recipients

Whe

FMN Magazine
SPRING 2022

Fuels Market News publishes 6 issues that
reach the dynamic fuels industry.
Fuels Market News Magazine is presented at key industry events, as well
as mailed to more than 17,000 convenience retailers when polybagged
6 times a year with NACS Magazine. Additionally, digital issues of the
magazine are emailed to a targeted audience of top fuel marketers,
retailers and commercial fuel buyers, as well as being available online.

SPECIAL
ISSUE
2022

FUEL
FLEXIBILITY
S
FOR DIESEL ENGINE

IN EVERY ISSUE:

2021

FUEL
LEADERS
In the Lead:

Pilot Company’s
Joe Butler

UST
Liabilities

Rankings
Top 50 Fuel for the
Brands in the
Convenience
Retail Indust
ry

Fuel leader interviews
Retailer/jobber profiles
Fuel equipment and fuels technology
Digital magazine available online at FuelsMarketNews.com

Winter 2023
Marketer Focus

Mailed in April 2023

Mailed in January 2023

Special Issue:
Fuels Top 50

Featuring:

Mailed in June 2023

Featuring:

•

Commercial Fueling

•

Trucks, Tanks and Equipment

•

Bulk Plant/Terminal

•

Wholesale Fuel Logistics

•

Retail Fuel Management

•

Alternative Fuels

•

Retail Site Tech

•

Fleet Cards

Bonus Distribution:

The 2022 Fuel Leaders data is published
exclusively by Fuels Market News. OPIS
tracks the performance of 250+ fuel
retailers and ranks them annually. Our
2022 Fuel Leaders Report uses a core
subset of that data to provide FMN
readers with a solid overview of the
industry’s top 50 fuel operators.

Bonus Distribution:

Spring 2023

NACS Leadership Forum, WPMA, SE
Petro Show, Wayne Technology Summit,
Gulf Coast Food & Fuel, The PACE Show

NACS State of the Industry Summit,
M-PACT, Southwest Fuel & Convenience
Expo, EEE, ILTA, Gilbarco Retail & Fuel
Technology Conference

Ad space close: 12/14/2022
Ad materials due: 12/21/2022

Ad space close: 2/22/2023
Ad materials due: 3/1/2023

Summer 2023
Mailed in July 2023

Fall 2023
NACS Show Issue

Featuring:

Mailed in October 2023

Special Issue:
FMN Fuels Innovator
of the Year Award

Ad space close: 4/20/2023
Ad materials due: 4/27/2023

•

Alternative Fuels

Featuring:

Mailed in November 2023

•

Commercial Fueling

•

Retail Fueling Infrastructure

•

Carwash

•

Enterprise Solutions/POS

•

Based on Top 50 OPIS data and input
from the Fuels Market News Editorial
Council and the Fuels Institute, two fuel
innovators of the year (100+ stores and
fewer than 100 stores) are named and
celebrated in this special issue. Also
includes coverage of the NACS Show
education session panel of top fuel
retailers and other fuels coverage from
the NACS Show.

Fuel Additives

•

Forecourt Marketing/Loyalty

Bonus Distribution:

•

DEF

Pacific Fuels and Convenience Summit,
Florida Petroleum Marketer Association,
ACE, NPGA Southeastern Convention &
International Propane Expo

Bonus Distribution:

Ad space close: 5/25/2023
Ad materials due: 6/1/2023
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NACS Show/PEI Show, Argus Vehicle
Emissions and DEF Summit USA
Ad space close: 8/25/2023
Ad materials due: 9/1/2023

Ad space close: 9/29/2023
Ad materials due: 10/2/2023
*Bonus distribution potentially impacted by delayed or virtual event

Rates & Stats

FMN Magazine
FMN Magazine
17,000+ Print Circulation
11,000+ Digital Circulation
• 3,000+ Monthly
Online Impressions
• 9:17 Minutes Average
Read Time
Mail distribution:
Polybagged with NACS
Magazine, FMN Magazine
reaches thousands of
convenience and fuel
retailing decision-makers.

Ad Size/ Position

1X

6X

Full Page

$3,200

$2,900

1/2 Page

$2,700

$2,300

1/4 Page

$1,700

$1,300

Back Cover

$5,700

$4,700

C2 (inside front cover)

$4,600

$3,700

C3 (inside back cover)

$4,100

$3,300

2-Page Spread

$5,700

$4,900

Branded Content Q&A

$6,900

$5,900

“Fuels Market News Magazine
is the go-to magazine for our
associates to stay connected
to our industry.”
Steve Hightower
Hightowers Petroleum Co.

Advertising Contact:
Ted Asprooth
National Sales Manager, NACS/FMN
847-222-3006 | tasprooth@convenience.org

“The advertising and thought
leadership programs we’ve
launched with FMN have
delivered a strong ROI and
valuable leads.”
Courtney Johnson
Invenco Group Limited
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2023

Leaderboard 728 x 90 pixels

Ad Specifications
Digital Ad Specifications

Leaderboard 728 x 90 pixels
Big Box
300 x 250 pixels

Banner Ad Sizes:
• Leaderboard (Top Banner) – 728 x 90 pixels
• Big Box – 300 x 250 pixels

Big Box
300 x 250 pixels

Banner Ad Specs:
• 	
File Type JPEG/PNG/GIF or Animated GIF (50k)
Note: Animated GIF not available for eNewsletter
• Resolution – 72 dpi

Print Ad Specifications
All sizes are in inches.
Only print-ready PDF files accepted.
Full Page Ad
8.25" x 10.875"
No Bleed

Full Page Ad
7.25 x 9.875
No Bleed

Full Page Ad
8.25" x 10.875"
No Bleed
Quarter Page

Half Page Ad
7.25" x 5"

Half Page
Island
4.75" x 7"

Half Page
Vertical
3.5" x 9.625"

4.75" x 4.75"

Quarter Page
4.75" x 4.75"
Quarter Page

Half Page Ad
7.25" x 5"

Please send all files to:
Email: FMNproduction@convenience.org
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Half Page
Island
4.75" x 7"

Half Page
Vertical
3.5" x 9.625"

4.75" x 4.75"

Quarter Page
4.75" x 4.75"

Ad Specifications
Full Page BLEED
Ad Page Guidelines:
Artwork nal size
8.5" W x 11.125" L

HEADLINES, TEXT, CRITICAL CONTENT

YES

HEADLINES, TEXT, CRITICAL CONTENT

NO!

Ad Specifications 2020

SAFE AREA
7.25" W x 9.875" L

Full Page NON-BLEED Ad Page Guidelines
Keep text and critical
content inside this area
Magazine
trim size
8.25" W x 10.875" L

Full Page BLEED Ad

Full Page NON-BLEED
Ad Page Guidelines:

NO SAFE AREA GUIDELINES NEEDED

Artwork
nal size
7.25" W x 9.875" L

Full Page NON-BLEED Ad
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